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It is suggested experimentally that a plug potential forms in a different mechanism from the
originally expected scenario in the present tandem mirror@T. Tamano, Phys. Plasmas2, 2321
~1995!#. That is, the formation requires only electron cyclotron resonance heating experimentally. In
this manuscript, therefore, the plug potential with continuous axial profile is analytically shown to
be created with the plausible ion and electron distribution functions in a present tandem mirror, i.e.,
passing ions, mirror trapped ions in the thermal barrier, passing electrons,f-trapped electrons in a
plug potential, and the small amount of ions that are born around the plug region. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~97!01406-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to improve the severe technological requi
ments of the plug in the original tandem mirror,1,2 the idea of
the thermal barrier was proposed.3 The subsequent tandem
mirror experimental devices adopted the thermal barr
where the plug potential is created with the help of slosh
ions.4

The sloshing ions are made by neutral beam inject
~NBI!. The resultant ion density hill at the plug leads to t
local potential maximum there. The electrons heated by e
tron cyclotron resonance heating~ECRH! around the plug
make the potential high enough to confine the central
ions in a tandem mirror. So the plug potential formati
requires both NBI and ECRH in the original scenario.

Subsequent experiments, however, found that the
confining potential can be created independently of the n
tral beam injection. Namely, the plug potential was made
ECRH alone. These observations were reported on two
ferent experimental devices.5,6

Theoretical efforts to understand the plug potential f
mation have been made.7–11 After the formation of a plug
potential was observed experimentally with ECRH only in
tandem mirror, the main results were that a maximum po
tion of the electrostatic potential locates at an outer mir
throat. The experimental measurements of the potential
file, however, have been carried out at only a single poin
each mirror cell until now.12–14 So it remains unknown ex
perimentally where the maximum point of electrostatic p
tential ~plug potential! exists.

Recently, the potential around the outer mirror throat
theGAMMA 10 tandem mirror5 was measured with Langmu
probes, the results and analysis of which indicate that
maximum point of the potential exists between the outer m
ror throat@z5zm in Fig. 1~a!# and the thermal barrier regio
~z5zb!, rather than just at the outer mirror throat.15–17

The purpose of this manuscript is to examine a poss
mechanism of the plug potential formation in a tandem m
ror with ECRH alone. Here, we define the terminolo
‘‘plug region’’ as the region where the electrostatic pote
tiale is the highest@i.e., z5zp in Fig. 1~a!# betweenz5zb

a!Electronic mail: katanuma@prc.tsukuba.ac.jp
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and z5zm , and define the ‘‘plug potential’’ as the highe
electrostatic potential atz5zp .

II. MODEL OF ION AND ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTIONS

At first we consider the ion distribution function in th
region z<zp . Here, the ion velocity space diagram writte
by energye and magnetic momentm is seen in Fig. 1~b!. The
ion distribution functionf i is assumed as follows in the re
gion of v i>0,

f i5nicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2ef i

Ti
J for e>mBi1ef i ,

~1!

f i5nicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2ef i2a imBi

~12a i !Ti
J for e

,mBi1ef i , ~2!

while in the region ofv i,0,

f i5nicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2ef i

Ti
J for e>mBi

1ef i and ~e,mBm1efm or e,mBp1efp!,

~3!

f i5nipS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efp2apmBp

~12ap!Ti
J for e

>mBp1efp and m,m* , ~4!

f i5nimS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efm2apmBm

~12ap!Ti
J for e

>mBm1efm and m>m* , ~5!

f i5nicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2ef i2a imBi

~12a i !Ti
J for e

,mBi1ef i , ~6!

where v i is the ion velocity along the magnetic-field line
nip5nic exp{2e@fp2fi#/Ti}, and nim5nic exp{2e@fm

2fi#/Ti}. Here, m*[2(efp2efm)/(Bp2Bm) is the value
of m at the intersection of two linese5mBp1efp , e
5mBm1efm in Fig. 1~b!. Henceforth, the standard nota
7)/2532/12/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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tions are used. The suffixesi ,m, andp of field quantities are
the values atz5zi , z5zm , andz5zp defined in Fig. 1~a!,
respectively.

The ions flowing out of the central cell of a tandem
mirror are assumed to be Maxwellian~in the rangev i>0! at
the inner mirror throat~z5zi!. The ions trapped in the ther-
mal barrier region are assumed to be non-Maxwellian b
cause the ion density atz5zb is usually smaller than that in
the central cell when the nonzero thermal barrier potent
depth is observed, which was pointed out experimentally
Postet al.6 The ion distribution functions are different from
each other inv i>0 andv i , 0 in Eqs.~1!–~6!, because the
ions passing over the outer mirror throat~z5zm! do not
come back to the thermal barrier region.

The ion distribution function in the regionzm>z.zp is
given as follows: At first, the ion distribution functionf i is
assumed in the region ofv i>0, which is

f i5nicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2ef i

Ti
J for e>mBi

1ef i and e>mBp1efp , ~7!

where these ions flow from the central cell. The distributio
function of ions trapped in the regionzm>z.zp is given,
respectively, in each region of velocity space as

f i5nicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2ef i2a imBi

~12a i !Ti
J for e

,mBi1ef i and e>mBp1efp , ~8!

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the end mirror cell of a tandem mirror.~a! is
the axial magnetic and electrostatic potential profiles.~b! is the ion velocity
space described bye andm. Here, the symbols̀ , R, andF are the lines
e5mBi1ef i , e5mBp1efp , e5mBm1efm , respectively, in~b!. These
lines symbolized bỳ , R, andF in ~b! correspond to the ion velocities, the
parallel component of which,v i , is zero atz5zi , z5zp , and z5zm ,
respectively in~a!.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997
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f i5nicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH efp2ef i

~a i21!Ti
J

3expH 2
e2efp2aymBp

~12ay!Ty
J

for e,mBp1efp and m>m** , ~9!

f i5nipS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efp2axmBp

~12ax!Ti
J

for e,mBp1efp and m** .m>m* , ~10!

f i5nipS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efp2axmBp

~12ax!Ti
J

for e,mBm1efm and m,m* , ~11!

f i5nipS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efp2aqmBp

~12aq!Ti
J

for e,mBp1efp and e>mBm1efm and m,m* .
(12)

Here,m** [2(efp2ef i)/(Bp2Bi) is the magnitude ofm
at the intersection of the linese5mBp1efp and e5mBi

1ef i . The constantsTy , ay , ax , andaq satisfy the rela-
tions in order that the distribution function is continuo
across the separatrix of each region in Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and~10!,
i.e., ~a iBi /Bp21)Ty5(a i21)Ti , where the distribution
functions~8! and~9! are continuous across the lineR in Fig.
1~b!, and (ax21)Ti5(ay21)Ty , where the distribution
functions ~9! and ~10! are continuous across the linem
5m** .

The electron distribution functionf e is assumed to be

f e5nebS me

2pTe
D 3/2 expH 2

e1efb

Te
J for e>mBb

2efb , ~13!

f e5nebS me

2pTe
D 3/2 expH 2

e1efb2aemBb

~12ae!Te
J for e

,mBb2efb , ~14!

whereneb5nic exp{e@fb2fi#/Te}. Here, the electron distri-
bution function~13! and ~14! is applied in the regionzb<z
< zm in Fig. 1~a!. The electrons are assumed to be Maxwe
ian in a part that comes from the central cell. The fundam
tal electron cyclotron resonance heating~vceECRH! is as-
sumed to be applied at the pointB52Bb , so that the
electrons trapped in the plug potential are assumed to be
non-Maxwellian distribution in Eq.~14!, which is consistent
with the Fokker–Planck simulation results obtained by M
suda and Rognlien.18

The parametersai , ax , ap , aq , andae describe the de-
gree to which the trapped-particle phase space is filled
adopted by Cohen.19 This type of distribution function is a
simplest distribution function, which has the effect of th
non-Maxwellian distribution but is analytically integrable
velocity space. Here, we require that 0<ap<1 in Eqs. ~4!
and ~5!, assuming that ions are not produced in the reg
2533Katanuma et al.
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outside the outer mirror throat. And, we require thataq>1 in
Eq. ~12!, whereaq should have the value close to unity.

Here, we show the various orbits of ions and electro
that are taken into account in this manuscript. Figure 2~a!
displays the schematic diagram of orbits in the axial m
netic and potential profiles shown in Fig. 2~b!. The orbit
symbolized bys1 is that of ions that come from the centr
cell, where the distribution function is given by Eq.~1!. The
orbit s2 is that of ions that are trapped magnetically in t
end mirror cell, where these ions are given in Eq.~8!. The
symbols3 is the ion orbit where ions are trapped electrosta
cally in the end mirror cell and the distribution function
given by Eqs.~2! and ~6!. The Yushmanov trapped ions a
given by the orbitss4, s5, ands6, where ions are trapped i
the region betweenz5zp andz5zm . The distribution func-
tions with orbits of the Yushmanov trapped ionss4, s5, and
s6 are given by Eqs.~9!, ~10!, and ~11!, respectively. The
orbits of ions that are born around the plug region ares7 and
s8. The distributions functions with orbitss7 and s8 are
given by Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~12!, respectively.

The electron orbits are indicated by the symbolssa ,

sb . The electrons flowing from the central cell are reflec
first by the thermal barrier potential depth, and second by
potential drop beyond the outer mirror throat, where the d
tribution function is given by Eq.~13!. The electrons trapped
in the plug potential are denoted by the symbolsb, and its
distribution function is given by Eq.~14!.

The ion velocity space~e,m! diagram is shown in Fig.
2~c!. Here, the axial regionzp<z<zm is considered in Fig.
2~c!. The location of each symbol displays the region
existence in thee, m space, where the ions in the region wi
each symbol in Fig. 2~c! correspond to those with the orb
indicated by the same symbol in Fig. 2~a!. The distribution
function should be continuous everywhere in the veloc
space, so that the distribution functions defined in each
gions1 –s8 are required to be continuous across the bou
aries of the region where the distribution functions are
fined.

The Yushmanov trapped ions in regionss4 , s5 , and
s6 exist in a different region from each other in Fig. 2~c!.
The distribution function ins4 is continuous with that in

s2 across the separatrixR, and the distribution function in

s5 should be joined continuously to that ins1 across the line
R. So the distribution functions ins4 ands5 are defined
with different forms, as seen in Eqs.~9! and ~10!.

Whether the jump of the potential~formation of sheath
potential! occurs across the axial coordinatez5zp depends
on whether the ion distribution function is continuous acro
line R in the velocity space in Fig. 2~c!, as shown later in
this manuscript. The distribution function of ionized ions
regions8 in Fig. 2~c!, therefore, is required to be continuou
with that ins1 across the separatrixR. And the coefficient
aq in Eq. ~12! is aq>1 in order that the distribution function
of ionized ions decreases away from lineR.

The distribution function of ions in regions2 is the same
as that of ions ins3 in Fig. 2~c!. As mentioned previously in
this section, the ion distribution functions trapped in the th
2534 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997
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mal barrier region are assumed to be non-Maxwellian, wh
the constantai is introduced in Eqs.~2!, ~6!, and~8!. Simi-
larly, the Yushmanov trapped ions are also assumed to
non-Maxwellian. So, we introduce a constantax in the dis-
tribution function of Eqs.~10! and ~11!.

Although the ion distribution function in Eq.~9!, which
is symbolized bys4 in Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!, has constantsTy
anday , these constants are determined uniquely in terms
Ti , ai , and ax because of the continuity condition of th
distribution function across the linem5m

**
and the lineR,

as already mentioned in this section.
The Yushmanov trapped ions symbolized bys4 ,s5 , and

s6 in Fig. 2 do not influence the formation of plug potentia
but have an effect on the potential profile fromz5zp to z
5zm .

Examples of the ion distribution function atz5zb are
displayed in Fig. 3. The ion distribution function in the r
gion v i>0 is different from that in the regionv i,0 at z
5 zb in Fig. 2 because the ions escaping from the outer m
ror throatz5zm are assumed to not come back to the cen
cell. The ion distribution function in Eq.~2! is written in
terms ofv i andv' at z5zb , which reduces to

f i5nicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

miv i
2

2Ti
2
miv'

2

2T'

2
efb2ef i

~12a i !Ti
J ,

with Ti5(12a i)Ti and T'5(12a i)Ti /(12a iBi /Bb) by
using the relations e5 1

2mi(v i
21v'

2 )1efb and m

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of ion and electron orbits:~a! is the orbits in the
magnetic field and potential profiles, which are shown in~b!, and~c! is the
ion velocity ~e,m! space diagram.
Katanuma et al.
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5miv'
2/2Bb . The distribution becomes bi-Maxwellian wit

positiveTi andT' in the case ofa i,0 in the region indi-
cated by ‘‘B-trapped’’ in Fig. 3~a!. The distribution function,
however, changes from Maxwellian to the state of no trap
ions in the case ofai.1 in Fig. 3~b!.

Examples of the electron distribution function atz5zp
are shown in Fig. 4. The electron distribution function
symmetric aboutv i50, with the assumption, in this manu
script that all electrons escaping from the outer mirror thr
come back to the central cell again, so that only the reg
v i>0 is displayed in Figs. 4~b! and 4~d!. The passing elec
trons are assumed to be Maxwellian, which is given in E
~13!, and the passing component of electrons is seen in
region denoted by ‘‘passing’’ in Figs. 4~b! and 4~d! and in
the regione>mBb2efb in Figs. 4~a! and 4~c!. The electron

FIG. 3. The contour plot of ion distribution function at the thermal barr
z5zb . In the figure, the parameters areBp /Bb52.0, Bi /Bb5Bm /Bb

56.0, e(f i2fb)/Ti51.0, e(fp2f i)/Ti51.5, and e(fm2f i)/Ti51.0,
respectively. The solid lines describe the separatrixes. The lines denote
`, R, andF correspond to the lines with the same symbols in Fig. 1~b!; ~a!
is a i522.0, ap50.9, and~b! is a i52.0, ap50.9.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997
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distribution function in Eq.~14! is the same type of ions as i
Eq. ~2!. The distribution function of electrons trapped in th
plug potential becomes bi-Maxewllian in the case ofae

,0, as seen in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. On the other hand, the
electron distribution function reduces to the state of f
trapped electrons in the case ofae.1, as seen in Figs. 4~c!
and 4~d!.

III. ION AND ELECTRON DENSITIES

A. Densities at the plug

We assume that the charge neutrality conditions ho
around the plug region, thus, the electrostatic potentiaf
around there is determined by the charge neutralityni5ne .
Requiring thatBp<Bi andfp>f i , the ion density is ob-
tained by integrating the distribution functions~1!–~6!,

ni5nicFexp$2Fp%2
a i~Rip21!

a iRip21 SRip21

Rip
D 1/2

3expH 2
RipFp

Rip21 J G1
nip
2 F ~12ap!

1/2

2~12ap!
1/2 expH 2

m*Bp

Ti
J 212

~12ap!
3/2

apRmp21

3expH 2
m*Bp

Ti
J 1

ap~Rmp21!

apRmp21 SRmp21

Rmp
D 1/2

3expH 2
m*Bp

Ti
J G . ~15!

Here Fp[e@fp2f i #/Ti and Rip[Bi /Bp , Rmp[Bm /Bp ;
erf$ % and erfc$ % are the error and complementary error fun
tions defined by erf$x%[2*0

x exp{2t2}dt/Ap, and erfc$x%[2
3*x

` exp{2t2}dt/Ap, respectively. Ifap50, namely, if the
distribution function of ionized ions is the same as that
coming back ions, which is obtained under the assump
that all ions passing over the plug and outer mirror thr
come back to the central cell, the term proportional tonip
becomes zero in Eq.~15!.

The electron density is given by Eqs.~13! and ~14!,

by
ne55
nebFexp$Fe%erfc$AFe%1

ae~Rpb21!3/2

Rpb2ae
DsH S Fe

Rpb21D
1/2J 2

~ae21!3/2Rpb

Rpb2ae
DsH S Fe

ae21D
1/2J G for ae>1,

nebFexp$Fe%erfc$AFe%1
ae~Rpb21!3/2

Rpb2ae
DsH S Fe

Rpb21D
1/2J

1
~12ae!

3/2Rpb

Rpb2ae
expH Fe

12ae
J erfH S Fe

12ae
D 1/2J G for ae,1,

~16!
2535Katanuma et al.
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FIG. 4. The contour plot of the electron distribution function. In the figure, the parameters areBp /Bb53.0, e(fp2fb)/Te53.0, ~a! and~c! are the velocity
space described bye andm, and~b! and ~d! are the distribution function at the plugz5zp , which corresponds to~a! and ~c!, respectively. The solid lines
describe the separatrixes and the solid lines in~b! and ~d! are the linee5mBb2efb in ~a! and ~c!, respectively.
n

le

of
whereFe[e@fp2fb#/Te and Rpb[Bp /Bb . The func-
tion Ds$ % is defined as Ds$x%[2 exp
{ 2x2} *0

x exp{t2}dt/Ap.
The charge neutrality conditionni5ne gives the electro-

static potential as a function ofB, i.e., f5f~B!. The plug
potentialfp should satisfy the conditions thatfp.f i and
df(Bp)/dBp50 because the plug is a position of the pote
2536 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997
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tial maximum. Provided that the density is differentiab
with B and f, it is written asdf(Bp)/dBp52@]ni /]Bp

2]ne /]Bp#/@]ni /]fp2]ne /]fp#. Therefore, the plug po-
tential should satisfy both conditions thatni(Bp ,fp)
5ne(Bp ,fp) and]ni(Bp ,fp)/]Bp5]ne(Bp ,fp)/]Bp . The
explicit form of the derivative of each density with respect
B at B5Bp is given by
]ni
]Bp

5
nic
Bi

expH 2
RipFp

Rip21 J Fa i~Rip21!

a iRip21 H 12 S Rip

Rip21D
1/2

1S Rip

Rip21D
3/2

FpJ 1
a i~a i21!Rip

2

~a iRip21!2
SRip21

Rip
D 1/2G

1
nip
2Bp

ap

~12ap!
1/2 expH 2

m*Bp

Ti
J F12expH m*Bp

Ti
J 2

~12ap!
2Rmp

~12apRmp!
2

1
~12ap!

1/2$11~223ap!Rmp%

2~12apRmp!
2 SRmp21

Rmp
D 1/22 ~Rmp21!m*Bp

~12apRmp!Ti
1

~12ap!
1/2Rmpm*Bp

~12apRmp!Ti
SRmp21

Rmp
D 1/2G ,

~17!
Katanuma et al.
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]ne
]Bp

55
neb
Bb

Fae~Rpb21!1/2

Rpb2ae
DsH S Fe

Rpb21D 1/2J HRpb23ae12

2~Rpb2ae!
1

Fe

Rpb21J 1
ae~ae21!3/2

~Rpb2ae!
2 DsH S Fe

ae21D 1/2J 2
aeAFe

Ap~Rpb2ae!
G

for ae>1,

neb
Bb

Fae~Rpb21!1/2

Rpb2ae
DsH S Fe

Rpb21D 1/2J HRpb23ae12

2~Rpb2ae!
1

Fe

Rpb21J 2
ae~12ae!

3/2

~Rpb2ae!
2 expH Fe

12ae
J erfH S Fe

12ae
D 1/2J

a AF

2

e e

Ap~Rpb2ae!
G for ae,1.
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As seen in Eq.~17!, the magnitude of]ni /]Bp grows infi-
nitely large asap approaches unity. Thus, the plug potent
does not form if none of the ions are produced by the i
ization around the plug region. For the case ofap50, the ion
distribution function is symmetric around the line ofv i50,
as seen in Eqs.~1!–~6!. Throughout this manuscript, we a
sumeTi5Te .

The procedure to find the solution offp andBp is the
following: At first, we find the solutionfa5fa(Bp), satis-
fying the equationni(f

a,Bp)5ne(f
a,Bp). At the same

time, the solutionfb5fb(Bp) is determined by solving the
equation]ni(f

b,Bp)/]Bp5]ne(f
b,Bp)/]Bp . The plug po-

tential is obtained if the two solutionsfa(Bp) andfb(Bp)
are equal.

Figure 5 displays an example offa5fa(Bp) andfb

5fb(Bp). One can see that there is one intersection of
two solutions in both Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. It is seen that there
is a position of the potential maximum betweenB/Bb51
and B/Bb56(5Bm /Bb). Figure 5 demonstrates that th
plug potential is created only by ions coming from the ce
tral cell, ions trapped in the thermal barrier region, and io
born around the plug region but without resorting to hig
energy sloshing ions, where the detailed analysis is give
the paper.20

B. Ion density in the region z>zp

It is demonstrated in Sec. III A that the plug potential
created betweenz5zb andz5zm within the present model
The ion density at the plug is determined by using the
ed

Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997
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distribution function, which is defined in the rangezb<z
<zp , so that the electrostatic potential is continuous fro
z5zb to z5zp . The next problem, therefore, is to find th
condition in which the potential is continuous in the regi
z>zp .

The ion density is obtained by integrating the ion dist
bution functions~7!–~12! in the velocity space, the explici
form of which is too lengthy to be written down in thi
manuscript.

The conditions in which ni(B,f)5ne(B,f) and
]ni(B,f)/]B5]ne(B,f)/]B at z5zp are required for the
plug potential formation. The magnitude and location of t
plug potential are determined by using the ion and elect
densities in Sec. III A, where the ion distribution functio
defined in the regionz<zp is used. In order that the electro
static potential in the regionz<zp connects smoothly with
that in the regionz.zp , the differential]ni(B,f)/]B cal-
culated by the ion distribution function defined inz.zp is
required to be the same as the differential in Eq.~17!. The
straightforward but tedious calculation verifies that the d
ferential ]ni(B,f)/]B, by using the ion distribution func-
tions in Eqs.~7! and~8!–~12!, coincides with the differential
~17! as long as the conditiondf(B)/dB50 is satisfied atz
5zp .

The explicit form of the electron densityne(f,B) in z
>zp is the same as that in the regionz<zp , which is given
by Eq.~16! by replacingBp andfp ~i.e.,Rpb andFe! with B
andf ~i.e.,Rb andFez!, respectively:
ne55
nebFexp$Fez%erfc$AFez%1

ae~Rb21!3/2

Rb2ae
DsH S Fez

Rb21D
1/2J 2

~ae21!3/2Rb

Rb2ae
DsH S Fez

ae21D
1/2J G

for ae>1,

nebFexp$Fez%erfc$AFez%1
ae~Rb21!3/2

Rb2ae
DsH S Fez

Rb21D
1/2J 1

~12ae!
3/2Rb

Rb2ae
expH Fez

12ae
J erfH S Fez

12ae
D 1/2J G

for ae,1,

~18!
on.
whereFez[e@f2fb#/Te and Rb[B/Bb .

IV. THE ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL

A. The electrostatic potential around the plug

In this section, we show that the plug potential is form
for various parameters ofa i , ae , andap . As is displayed in
Sec. III A the solution that satisfies the conditionsni(f,B)
5ne(f,B) and ]ni(f,B)/]B5]ne(f,B)/]B can exist be-
tweenz5zb andz5zm .

At first, the results withap51 are shown, where the ion
distribution function does not have a loss cone distributi
2537Katanuma et al.
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This case does not require the information on the outer m
ror throat, so that this is the simplest case for the plug
tential formation.

Figure 6~a! displays the plug potential~ion-confining po-
tential! e(fp2f i)/Ti as a function of the thermal barrie
potential depthe(f i2fb)/Te . One can see the plug poten
tial can form in a wide range of thermal barrier depths a
ae . In the case ofae.1, the plug potential is not create
because the temperature of the electrons trapped in the
potential is lower than that of the passing electrons. Tha
the plug potential formation requires electron heating aro
the plug region by an externally injected microwave. T
higher plug potential is created with deeper thermal bar
potential depth. On the other hand, the location of the p
potential moves to the position of lower magnitude of t
magnetic field with a deeper thermal barrier. It is found th
the electron distribution function influences both the mag
tude and location of the plug potential.

Figure 6~b! displays the plug potential as a function
thermal barrier potential depth as in Fig. 6~a!. In Fig. 6~b! the
coefficientae is fixed. It is seen that the plug potential can
formed for a wide range of thermal barrier depths anda i .
The remarkable feature in Fig. 6~b! is that the height of the
plug potential does not depend ona i so much, but it be-
comes larger with deeper thermal barrier depth.

Through Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, the location of the plug
changes with the thermal barrier depth even if the coe
cientsa i andae are fixed. The ion and electron distribution
change with the thermal barrier potential depth because
separatrix distinguishing the trapped and passing parti
changes with thermal barrier depth.

The following results are the cases in which the ion d
tribution function has a loss cone. The electrostatic poten
at z5zm is given in advance through the quantitym* in the
plug potential formation.

Figure 7~a! displays the case ofm*Bp /Ti50.1. The
constantap represents the distribution function in the lo
cone. With the assumption that the distribution function d
creases in the loss cone region from the loss cone bound
the magnitude ofap takes a value between 0 and 1. The pl

FIG. 5. The solutionsfa andfb as a function ofBp /Bb .
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potential is found to exist in a wide range ofap , where the
ap have an effect on the location of the plug potential as w
as its magnitude. As mentioned in Sec. III A, the leadi
term of ]ni(fp ,Bp)/]Bp in Eq. ~17! is proportional to
nipap /@Bp(12ap)

1/2#, so that asap approaches unity, the
differential nip /Bp becomes larger in order to satisfy th
relation]ni /]Bp5]ne /]Bp . This is the reason why the ra
tio of Bp to Bb is smaller with largerap at the same therma
barrier depth in Fig. 7~a!.

The results for variousm*Bp /Ti are shown in Figs. 7~b!
and 7~c!. As the definition, the value ofm* is positive defi-
nite, so that the positive cases are shown in Fig. 7. T
solution is not found in the case ofm*Bp /Ti being larger
than 1.2 forap50.9, while there is no solution in the regio
wherem*Bp /Ti is larger than 0.4 forap50.99. The location
of the plug potential is much more influenced by t
m*Bp /Ti than the magnitude of the plug potential. The r
gion where the plug potential exists in Fig. 7~b! almost co-
incides with that in Fig. 7~c!.

In summary of this section, the plug potential can for
easily within the present model. The height of the plug p
tential increases with the thermal barrier depth. The locat
of the plug potential also changes with the thermal bar
depth, where the location moves to a lower magnetic fi
with a deeper thermal barrier depth. The region where
plug potential exists does not depend onap as much.

B. Potential profile beyond the plug

The plug potential is obtained by using the ion distrib
tion function defined in the regionz<zp , where the condi-

FIG. 6. The magnitude of the plug potential as a function of thermal bar
depth in the case ofap51. Solid lines represent the location of plug, i.e
Bp /Bb , and dashed lines are the magnitude of the plug potential;~a! is the
case ofa i52.0 and~b! is ae52.0.
Katanuma et al.
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tion df(Bp)/dBp50 is derived from the potential solved i
the regionz<zp . The potential just inside the plug, i.e.,z
&zp , therefore, is continuous, that is, there is no poten
jump. This is because there exists a population of ions p
duced around the plug and going toward the central cell,
apÞ1, and a population of passing ions flowing from t
central cell.

There is a possibility of sheath potential formation in t
regionz.zp . In this section, therefore, the condition und
which the potential connects continuously across the plu
made clear.

It is well known that the sheath potential generates
such a case, so that the ions with zero drift velocity
accelerated by the electrostatic potential and then are
sorbed at an end wall. The situation at the plug is just
same as the sheath potential formation in the case ofaq

51. The only different point from the sheath formation
that there exists a population of ions passing through

FIG. 7. The magnitude of the plug potential as a function of thermal bar
depth in the case ofapÞ1. Solid lines represent the location of the plug, i.
Bp /Bb , and dashed lines are the magnitude of the plug potential;~a! is the
case ofai52.0 andm*Bp/Ti50.1, ~b! is the case ofap50.9 anda i

52.0, and~c! is the case ofap50.99 anda i52.0.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997
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plug and then being reflected by the magnetic field at
outer mirror throat.

Figure 8 shows an example of the potential calculated
the charge neutrality condition by using electron density~18!
and the ion density, the explicit form of which is not writte
in the manuscript. Here, to display the quasineutral profi
we plot the contour surface of the zero-level ofni2ne as a
function ofB/Bp ande(f2fp)/Te . This procedure ensure
that we will find all possible roots ofni5ne . The parameters
used in Fig. 8 andBi /Bb56, e(f i2fb)/Te52.3, a i522,
ae52100, ax50.9, aq51, andm*BP /Ti50.37. The loca-
tion and magnitude of the plug potential are determined
solving ni(fp ,Bp)5ne(fp .Bp) and ]ni(fp ,Bp)/]Bp

5]ne(fp ,Bp)/]Bp . The resultant plug exists a
Bp /Bb53.3, e(fp2f i)/Ti50.31, and e(fm2f i)/Ti
50.012.

The dark painted region is whereni2ne is positive,
while ni2ne is negative in the white region. The boundar
therefore, represents the possible root ofni2ne50 in Fig. 8.
It is seen that the potential jump is observed atz5zp . The
actual electrostatic potential is determined, in general, w
the help of the Poisson equationDf524pe(ni2ne). The
solution for f obtained from the Poisson equation is we
approximated by the one obtained from the quasineu
equation ni5ne , where the two solutions differs by
O(lD

2 /L2), and the solution to the Poisson equation satis
the charge neutrality to the same order. Here,lD andL are
the Debye length and the scale length for potential variati
respectively.

When the potential is smoothly varying withL@lD , the
assumption of quasineutrality provides a good approxima
to the solution of the Poisson equation. The jump of t
potential, however, shows the breaking of the charge neu
ity condition atz5zp , so that the Poisson equation, inste
of quasineutrality, should be applied there. The sheath po
tial, therefore, is formed atz5zp .

Another remarkable feature in Fig. 8 is thatf(B/Bp) has
a multivalued solution at the position finely different fro
B/Bp51, so that the full Poisson equation treatment is
quired to establish the true potential there. The solutions

r

FIG. 8. Contour plots ofni2ne . The dark colored region isni.ne and the
white region isni,ne .
2539Katanuma et al.
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the Poisson equation vary with the boundary condition, t
is, whether starting fromz5zp or from the end wall.

Whichever boundary condition is chosen, there is
minimum region of potential betweenz5zp and the end wall

FIG. 9. Contour plots ofni2ne . The dark colored region isni.ne and the
white region isni,ne . ~a!, ~b!, and ~c! are the cases ofaq51.0, 1.0007,
and 1.007, respectively.

FIG. 10. Contour plots ofni2ne in the case ofaq51.007. The dark colored
region isni.ne and the white region isni,ne .
2540 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997
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in Fig. 8, where ions are trapped in the potential well
Coulomb pitch angle scattering, leading to another state
electrostatic potential. To determine the resultant poten
profile, the ion distribution function trapped in the potent
well must be determined, which is beyond the scope of t
manuscript. Even if the distribution function of ions trapp
in the potential well is determined and the potential profile
recalculated by using the distribution function, the she
potential will remain atz5zp .

The cases ofaqÞ1 are shown in Fig. 9. When
aq51.0007, there is no potential jump aroundz5zp . Here,
the change ofaq slightly away from 1.0 takes into accoun
the ions that are born around the plug and escape toward

FIG. 11. Potential profiles for varous thermal barrier potential depths:~a!
and~c! are a function ofB/Bb , and~b! and~d! are plotted as a function of
z. Here, the parameters used are that ofae522.0, ap50.99,ax50.9, ap

51.01, andm*Bp /Ti50.2 in all figures. Especially~a! and~b! are the case
of a i52.0, and~c! and~d! area i522.0. The magnetic-field profile used in
~b! and ~d! is that in the end mirror cell of theGAMMA 10 tandem mirror.
Katanuma et al.
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outer mirror throat~i.e., ions indicated by orbits8 in Fig. 2!.
Although the potential has the multivalued solution in t
neighborhood ofz5zp in Fig. 9~b!, the smooth potentia
profile is obtained. The state, however, is not stable. B
slight variation of potential height atz5zp , the topology of
the potential profile shifts to that in Fig. 9~a!, so that the
small oscillation of the potential atz5zp leads to a large
oscillation aroundz5zp . In the case ofaq51.007, the po-
tential has a single valued solution aroundz5zp , as shown
in Fig. 9~c!.

The potential profile fromz5zp to z5zm is plotted in
Fig. 10 for the case ofaq51.007. It is found that the single
valued solution of the potential, being maximum atz5zp
and decreasing towardz5zm , exists. The formation of the
multivalued solution, such as in Fig. 9~a!, is due to the exis-
tence of the outer mirror throat. If there is not an outer mir
throat, i.e., there is not a gradient of the magnitude of
magnetic field, the present problem is the same as a no
problem of the sheath potential formation. Figure 10 in
cates that there is a potential profile, which is maximum
z5zp with df(Bp)/dBp50, and decreases toward the ou
mirror throat within the present model.

The potential is found to be continuous across the p
@as in Fig. 9~b!# whenaq is larger than 1.0002–1.0012, de
pending on the parameters ofa i , ae , andm*Bp /Ti .

C. Plug potential profile

The magnitude and location of the plug potential a
investigated in Sec. IV A and the potential profile from t
plug to the outer mirror throat is demonstrated in Sec. IV
So, the remaining problem is the potential profile around
plug, which is shown in this section. The potential profile
obtained by the charge neutrality condition of the ion a
electron densities.

The ion density in the regionsz<zp andfp>f>f i is
given by integrating the distribution functions~1!–~6! in the
appropriate velocity space, though the explicit form of t
ion density is not written down in this manuscript becau
the form is too lengthy.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997
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At first, the magnitude and position of the plug potent
are determined by the method described in Sec. III A. A
then the potential is solved by the ion and electron cha
neutrality condition.

Figure 11 shows the various potential profiles det
mined by the charge neutrality condition. As can be seen
Fig. 11, the continuous potential profile, which has its ma
mum at a point midway betweenz5zm and z5zb , is ob-
tained for various thermal barrier depths. The maximum
sition of the potential profile moves to the lower magnet
field side as the thermal barrier potential depth is deepe
Fig. 11~a!, which is consistent with the results in Sec. IV A
The width of the potential becomes larger with the dee
thermal barrier depth.

The calculated potentials atz5zb are larger thanf i in
the case ofe(f i2fb)/Te>3.6 in Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, and
larger thanf i in e(f i2fb)Te>2.6 in Figs. 11~c! and 11~d!.
There is a population of magnetically trapped hot electro
aroundz5zb in an actual tandem mirror, which is neglecte
in this manuscript. The hot electron population should
taken into account for the potential in the neighborhood
z5zb , which will make the magnitude of the potential lowe
thanf i aroundz5zb . The important point in Fig. 11 is tha
the potential has a maximum betweenz5zb andz5zm .

V. DISCUSSION

The formation of a continuous plug potential requires t
ion distribution function to be characterized byap in Eqs.~4!
and~5! and byaq in Eq. ~12!. Those ions are assumed to b
supplied by the ionization process around the plug and
escape to the central cell and/or end wall. So, we estimate
magnitudes ofap andaq in the following.

We consider the ion distribution functionFi . The distri-
bution functionv i.0 ~defined byFi

1 andF̃ i
1! is that escape

to the end wall and the distribution functionv i,0 ~defined
by F̃ i

2) corresponds to those escaping to the central c
That is,
Fi
15nicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2ef i

Ti
J , for e .mBm1efm and e .mBp1efp ,

F̃ i
15nipS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efp2aqmBp

~12aq!Ti
J , for e .mBm1efm and e<mBp1efp , ~19!

F̃ i
25nipS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efp2apmBp

~12ap!Ti
J , for e .mBp1efp and m,m* .

Now, we calculate the particle fluxesJi
1 , J̃i

1 , and J̃i
2 at z5zp , where
2541Katanuma et al.
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2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2
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Ti
J 1

2pBp

mi
2 E

m
*

`

dm E
mBm1efm

`

denicS mi

2pTi
D 3/2

3expH 2
e2ef i

Ti
J

5nic expH 2
efp2ef i

Ti
JA Ti

2pmi
F12

Bm /Bp21

Bm /Bp
expH 2

m*Bp

Ti
J G ,

J̃i
1[

2pBp

mi
2 E

0

m
* dmE

mBm1efm

mBp1efp
denipS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efp2aqmBp

~12aq!Ti
J

52nipA Ti
2pmi

~12aq!F12
~12aq!

Bm /Bp2aq
expH 2

efm2efp

~12aq!Ti
J 2

Bm /Bp21

Bm /Bp2aq
expH 2

m*Bp

Ti
J G ,

J̃i
2[

2pBp

mi
2 E

0

m
* dm E

mBp1efp

`

denipS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efp2apmBp

~12ap!Ti
J

1
2pBp

mi
2 E

m
*

`

dm E
mBm1efm

`

denipS mi

2pTi
D 3/2 expH 2

e2efp2apmBp

~12ap!Ti
J

5nipA Ti
2pmi

~12ap!F12
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Here,Ji
1 is the ion current coming from the central cell an

escaping to end wall,J̃i
1 is the ions of which are born aroun

the plug and escape to the end wall, andJ̃i
2 is the current of

ions that are born around the plug and escape to the ce
cell.

Noting thatap&1, aq*1 and both constantsap and
aq are close to unity, it is estimated thatJ̃i

1/Ji
1.(aq21)

and J̃i
2/Ji

1.(12ap). All ions in a tandem mirror are pro
duced by the ionization process of neutral atoms. The rati
the ionization current around the plug~i.e., J̃i

11 J̃i
2) to the

ionization current in the central cell~i.e.,Ji
1! should be equa

to the ratio (J̃i
11 J̃i

2)/Ji
1 .

Assuming that the ionization occurs uniformly in a ta
dem mirror, the ratio (J̃i

11 J̃i
2)/Ji

1 should be equal to the
ratio of each volume@(Dz/Bp)/(*dz/B)#, whereDz is the
width of plug and the integrations are carried out through
whole region in the tandem mirror.

The integration is estimated to be*0
zmdz/B.0.13 cm/G

in the GAMMA 10 standard magnetic field. AssumingDz52
cm andBp510 kG, whereBp is a fundamental electron
cyclotron resonance point, the ratio becom
(Dz/Bp)/*(dz/B) . 0.0015. This value corresponds to th
of ap.0.998 andaq.1.0015, in the parameters of which th
continuous plug potential determined by the charge neu
ity condition is created within the results of this manuscri

As is seen in Figs. 11~b! and 11~d!, the profile of the
potential is very flat around the plug, so that the ions resp
sible for the distribution function characterized byap and
aq can be born in a wide flat area around the plug. The wi
Dz, therefore, can be larger than 2 cm in theGAMMA 10

tandem mirror, where the axial length of the end mirror c
is about 250 cm.

The above estimation of the ionization rate neglects
plasma shielding of the plasma core from neutral gas. Shi
2542 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997
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ing is significant in the central cell, but has a much sma
effect in the end mirror cell due to lower density. The g
pressure, however, is lower in the end mirror cell because
fueling sources are all in the central cell and the parti
dumps around the end mirror cell may be well shielded fr
the plug region. The detailed analysis of the ionization ra
around the end mirror cell, taking the above shielding in
account, have not been done yet in theGAMMA 10 tandem
mirror.

The position of the plug potential depends on the rate
ionization through the coefficientap in Eq. ~4! as shown in
Fig. 7~a!. On the other hand, the electron cyclotron res
nance pointv5vce , wherev is the frequency of externally
injected microwave, is located atB/Bb52 in the
GAMMA 10 tandem mirror. The efficiency of the plug poten
tial formation, therefore, is expected to be best when the p
exists atB/Bb52. Control of the ionization rate in the en
mirror cell is important for plug potential formation.

The mechanism of a plug potential formation could
understood as follows: At first, we consider the situati
without ECRH and ionization in the end mirror cell. Th
axial profile of the magnetic field is assumed to be symm
ric aroundz5zb , as shown in Fig. 12. The ion and electro
orbits under consideration are the same as those in Fig
The temperature of the electrons trapped in the regionzb
<z<zm is the same as that of the electrons passing from
central cell in Fig. 12~a!, i.e.,ae50 in Eq.~14!. Because the
ion and electron densities and potential are a function of o
B, with the assumption that the ion and electron distribut
functions are constant along its orbits, the axial poten
profile is symmetric aroundz5zb , as shown in Fig. 12~a!.

The asymmetry of the electron temperature aroundz
5zb , i.e., aeÞ0, can break the symmetry of the potenti
Katanuma et al.
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profile aboutz5zb , which is shown in Fig. 12~b!. If there is
no ionization, i.e.,ap50, there is no solution satisfying
]ni /]Bp5]ne /]Bp , that isdf/dBÞ0 everywhere fromz
5zb to z5zm , as mentioned in Sec. III A. As indicated i
Fig. 12~b!, however, the maximum point of potential exis
at z5zm , becausedf/dz5(df/dB)(dB/dz) and dB/dz
50 at z5zm .

The ionization has an effect on the location of the pot
tial maximum and the height of the potential. The ions th
are born around the plug region play a role like high-ene
sloshing ions. When the plug potential becomes high eno
to prevent the ions coming from the central cell from rea
ing the potential maximum, the ions that are born around
plug occupy a large part of the ion population there, and
make the plug potential higher.

VI. SUMMARY

We have shown that a plug potential can form ev
without the high-energy sloshing ions that are produced
neutral beam injection. The species required for the p
potential formation are the passing ions with Maxwellia
magnetically trapped ions with non-Maxwellian, passi
electrons with Maxwellian and electrostatically trapped el
trons with non-Maxwellian. A small amount of ions that a
supplied around the plug is also required in order to av

FIG. 12. Schematic diagram of axial potential profiles.~a! is the case without
ECRH and ionization,~b! includes the ECRH but without ionization, and~c!
includes both ECRH and ionization.
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sheath formation. We suppose that those populations of
and electrons are plausible in the present tandem mirror

The parameter survey was carried out by using the
tribution functions given in advance, the results of whi
revealed that the plug potential can form in a wide range
parameters of the distribution functions. The efforts to det
mine the distribution function itself self-consistently is r
quired as a future problem. The essential conclusions, h
ever, will not be too different from the present results.

The amount of supply of ions, which is required to for
the plug potential with continuous axial profile, is not co
tradictory to that estimated in theGAMMA 10 parameter. This
amount of the supply has an influence on the location of
plug potential, as well as the magnitude of the potential.
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